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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) 
       ) Docket No. 12-0298 
Petition for Statutory Approval of a Smart ) 
Grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure   ) 
Deployment Plan pursuant to Section   ) 
16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act   ) 
 

BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD AND  
THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW & POLICY CENTER 

 
Now comes the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) and the Environmental Law & Policy 

Center (“ELPC”), pursuant to Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or 

“the Commission”), 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 200, and pursuant to the briefing schedule 

established by the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJs”) in her Proposed Order to hereby file this 

Brief on Exceptions in the above captioned proceeding.   

The Proposed Order in this case correctly conditions acceptance of the Smart Grid 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure Deployment Plan (“AMI Plan”) of Commonwealth Edison 

Company (“ComEd” or “the Company”) on certain modifications to ensure that ComEd’s AMI 

Plan delivers to its customers the most benefits possible from the deployment of this technology.  

See 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6; PO at 62.  CUB/ELPC takes exception to two of the Proposed Order’s 

conclusions: first regarding CUB/ELPC’s proposed shorter deployment schedule, and second, 

regarding the proposal to publish a network map in order to eliminate a technical mapping 

barrier to small scale distributed generation projects.   

 

 Exception #1: Proposed Deployment Schedule 

The Commission has already asked CUB, ELPC and other stakeholders to “work together 

to find ways to ensure that customers received the maximum benefits of the proposed 
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investments” to ensure “the full realization of the consumer, environmental and societal benefits 

of [AMI investments].”  Final Order at 29, Ill. Commerce Comm’n Docket No. 11-0772 (Apr. 4, 

2012).  As a result, the Proposed Order correctly identifies the central question in this proceeding 

as “whether the Company’s AMI strategy adequately embraces AMI benefits for customers.”  Id. 

at 6.  The Proposed Order also makes clear that it agrees with intervenors, including CUB and 

ELPC, that a “shorter deployment could bring the benefits of AMI meters to customers sooner” 

and that a longer deployment schedule delays benefits to ratepayers.  PO at 14.   

The Proposed Order errs, however, because it fails to give weight to the results of the 

Commission-approved pilot and concludes, against the weight of the evidence in the record in its 

conclusion that “a 10 year deployment is acceptable.”  PO at 14.  Concluding that the “EIMA 

only requires full deployment within 10-years as long as that 10-year deployment is cost 

beneficial,” and that “ComEd is in the best position for understanding the operational 

complexities of such a deployment, the constraints of the statutory timeline in this proceeding,” 

the Proposed Order accepts the 10 year deployment even as it concludes that “the longer 

deployment delays benefits to ratepayers.”  PO at 14.  

The Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA” or the “Act”) requires the 

Commission approve ComEd’s AMI Plan if the Commission find that implementation of the 

AMI Plan will be cost-beneficial consistent with the principles established through the Illinois 

Smart Grid Collaborative (“ISGC”), giving weight to the results of the Commission-approved 

pilot.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c).  The ISGC concluded that “a cost-benefit assessment of smart 

grid investments and approaches should include discussion of the potential change in benefits 

and costs that may occur over time assuming various implementation schedules.”  ISGC 

Collaborative Report at 231-32, 250 (Sept. 30, 2010).  The Proposed Order fails entirely to 

mention the ISGC in its conclusion on this issue, even though the Commission’s analysis of 
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implementation pursuant to ComEd’s AMI Plan is required to be “consistent” with the ISGC’s 

recommendations.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c).  The Proposed Order’s failure to conclude that a 

shorter deployment schedule should even be evaluated, let alone implemented, is plainly 

inconsistent with the principles established through the ISGC. 

The only Commission approved AMI pilot found that a five-year as opposed to ten-year 

deployment scenario increased the Net Present Value of AMI deployment by $144 million.  

Black & Veatch, Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Evaluation Final Report at 2 (July 

2011).  The Black & Veatch report which evaluated the AMI Pilot noted that there is relatively 

greater difference in estimated benefits than in estimated costs in switching between a five-year 

and ten-year deployment schedule.  Id. at 17-18.   

The Proposed Order notes that the pilot report “may recommend shorter deployment, but 

it is apparently based on different assumptions.”  PO at 14.  Although the Proposed Order does 

not detail these assumptions or their effect on the recommendation from the pilot report that a 

shorter deployment increases value to customers, the Company has claimed that the pilot 

assumptions differ from those in the AMI Plan assumptions in “that there were different scopes 

regarding meter deployment versus AMI system deployment in the AMI Pilot study versus the 

current full deployment study, numerous changes to various assumptions, downward meter price 

modifications, inclusion of new costs, and changes reflected in the deployment plan itself.”  PO 

at 8..  ComEd has claimed that it could not commit to a faster deployment because of challenges 

associated with accelerated capital and operations & maintenance expenses which could not be 

resolved until the resolution of the 2011 formula rate case and 2012 formula rate update case.  

ComEd Ex. 8.0 at 7-8.   

There is no reason for ComEd to fail to at least evaluate whether a shorter deployment 

schedule is more cost-beneficial to its customers.  The alleged differences between the pilot and 
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full deployment indicate the need to further study whether the consensus recommendation of the 

ISGC can be fully implemented in ComEd’s AMI Plan.  Even assuming that differences between 

the deployment evaluated by the pilot and the deployment currently proposed are relevant, at 

least two identified differences (downward meter price modifications, changes reflected in the 

deployment plan) could decrease the costs borne by ComEd’s customers and thus support 

CUB/ELPC’s recommendation for a shorter deployment schedule.   

ComEd has admitted that there “is no reason to delay the installation of AMI meters and 

the customer benefits accompanying that installation.”  ComEd Ex. 2.0 REV. at 13-14.  Mr. has 

conceded that “[c]onverting an operating center over to all AMI meters shortens the transition 

period for the field forces.”  Id. at 16.  ComEd has identified benefits directly related to AMI 

installation that realize their full annual value after all AMI meters are installed, whether that 

installation is completed in five or ten years.  Id. at 52-55; TR at 183:1-184:3.   

The Commission has made a decision in the EIMA dockets to maximize customer 

benefits instead of only exceeding costs appears to disfavor the Proposed Order’s approach to the 

cost-benefit analysis.  See Final Order at 29, Ill. Commerce Comm’n Docket No. 11-0772 (Apr. 

4, 2012).  .  The Proposed Order concludes that the EIMA “does not require the deployment to 

be done in the most cost/beneficial way, just that it be cost-beneficial.”  PO at 14.  What is 

unambiguous from the language of the EIMA, however, is that the Commission’s analysis of 

costs and benefits resulting from implementation pursuant to ComEd’s AMI Plan must be 

consistent with the principles established by the ISGC (like the consensus recommendation to 

study various deployment schedules) and must give weight to the results of the Commission-

approved pilot evaluation (which found that a shorter deployment delivers greater benefits to 

ComEd’s customers).  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c). 
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In this case, the cost-benefit analysis of ComEd’s AMI Plan performed by Black & 

Veatch failed to evaluate a different deployment schedule than the one proposed by ComEd.  

ComEd Ex. 6.02 REV. at 1-5.  That analysis, however, did note that “in many instances, cost and 

benefits accrue in proportion to, and at the same rate as, the deployment of Smart Meters” and 

that it “may be possible to deploy meters in locations where there is higher benefit impact earlier, 

thereby advancing benefits and improving value.”  Id. at 2-4; B-4, n. 48.   

CUB/ELPC witness Ms. Horn testified that ComEd’s deployment schedule is inequitable 

because it imposes costs on customers who may not receive the benefit of full smart grid 

functionality until the decade of investment is complete.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0 REV. at 13.  Ms. 

Horn recommended that the Commission take every opportunity to narrow the gap between 

when ratepayers begin paying for new infrastructure and when those ratepayers access the new 

technology.  Id. at 13.  CUB/ELPC analyzed the amount of incremental benefit accruing to 

ComEd’s customers upon deployment of all AMI meters, based on the data provided by ComEd 

in this proceeding, and concluded that ComEd’s customers can realize total savings that exceed 

costs by at least $125 million annually once full deployment is completed.  CUB/ELPC Init. Br. 

at 17.   

The Smart Grid Advisory Council, formed for the purpose of advising utilities on the 

development of AMI Deployment Plans, concluded that smart grid investments should be made 

in the fastest timeframe possible while meeting statutory cost tests.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a); 

ComEd Ex. 7.02 at 7.  In addition to the equity concerns raised by Ms. Horn, the Council 

concluded that expedited deployment increases AMI benefits to customers relative to costs and 

also saves consumers money.  ComEd Ex. 7.02 at 7.  The Council also noted that a decade-long 

schedule can decreases the effectiveness of mass media education related to AMI-enabled 
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products and services.  Id.  The Smart Grid Advisory Council, tasked by the General Assembly 

with the role of advising utilities on their AMI Plans, reaffirms CUB/ELPC’s recommendation.   

The City of Chicago also supports the recommendation to modify ComEd’s AMI Plan for 

a shorter deployment schedule.  City of Chicago witness Karen Weigart also noted that many 

anticipated benefits of AMI meters may not be available to most customers for years, and 

concluded that “a shorter deployment schedule would reduce the total cost to ratepayers for the 

AMI meter installations.”  City Ex. 1.0 at 5-6.   

The ISGC made a consensus recommendation that alternative deployment schedules be 

evaluated.  The pilot evaluation which the Commission must give weight to concluded that a 

shorter deployment schedule increases the net benefits to ComEd’s customers.  The record 

evidence in this proceeding indicates that ComEd’s customers will accrue more benefits, and 

accrue them quicker, pursuant to a faster deployment schedule than the one proposed by the 

Company.  The Proposed Order, however, fails to recommend a shorter deployment schedule.  

Thus, CUB/ELPC propose alternative exceptions with regards to ComEd’s AMI Plan 

deployment schedule: 

1) The Commission should adopt the language contained in EXCEPTION #1A 

below to modify ComEd’s AMI Plan by ordering a shorter deployment schedule; 

or 

2) The Commission should adopt the language contained in EXCEPTION #1B 

below to require ComEd to evaluate and include in its AMI Plan filing of April, 

2013 a shorter deployment schedule.  In particular, ComEd should be required to 

address how a shorter deployment schedule can maximize customer value.  

However, if the Commission grants ComEd’s Verified Motion for a Post-Order 
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Stay filed June 7, 2012, the Commission, upon Rehearing, should require this 

information in that proceeding. 

To implement the three above alternatives, CUB/ELPC proposes the following changes 

and additions to the Proposed Order at page 14: 

EXCEPTION #1A 

6. Commission Analysis and Conclusion 
The Commission agrees with intervenors that a shorter deployment could 

bring the benefits of AMI meters to customers sooner., but also recognizes that 
the EIMA only requires full deployment within 10-years - as long as that 10-year 
deployment is cost beneficial.  It goes without saying that ComEd is in the best 
position for understanding the operational complexities of such a deployment.  
The Commission is, as were the parties undoubtedly, constrained in their review 
because of the unwarranted and unworkable statutory timeline. 

Based on the evidence presented here, the Commission finds the 
arguments regarding coordination with DA deployment to have been adequately 
addressed by the Company, but finds that sooner deployment in Chicago’s 
central business district to have some merit.  The Commission urges ComEd to 
work with stakeholders to address their concerns regarding the deployment 
scheduling.  

The EIMA only requires deployment within 10 years.  The AMI Report filed 
after the pilot may recommends shorter deployment, CUB/ELPC recommend 
shorter deployment, and the City of Chicago recommends shorter 
deployment.but it is apparently based on different assumptions.  Regardless, 
Although the statute does not require the deployment to be done in the most 
cost/beneficial way, just that it be cost-beneficial millions of dollars of benefits 
should not be withheld from ComEd’s customers from adhering to ComEd’ 
proposed 10-year deployment schedule. 

The Commission accepts modifies the 10 year deployment schedule, but 
notinges that the longer deployment delays benefits to ratepayers and as 
discussed below certain modifications are necessary to protect consumers and 
bring the environmental/societal benefits of reduced usage at peak times and to 
have dynamic rate structures in place to reduce bills.  With the modifications 
adopted, a 10 year the shorter deployment schedule is acceptable. 
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EXCEPTION #1B 

6. Commission Analysis and Conclusion 
The Commission agrees with intervenors that a shorter deployment could 

bring the benefits of AMI meters to customers sooner, but also recognizes that 
the EIMA only requires full deployment within 10-years - as long as that 10-year 
deployment is cost beneficial.  It goes without saying that ComEd is in the best 
position for understanding the operational complexities of such a deployment.  
The Commission is, as were the parties undoubtedly, constrained in their review 
because of the unwarranted and unworkable statutory timeline.  Therefore, 
ComEd must include a formal evaluation of a shorter deployment schedule with 
the AMI Plan update filed in April of 2013. 

Based on the evidence presented here, the Commission finds the 
arguments regarding coordination with DA deployment to have been adequately 
addressed by the Company, but finds that sooner deployment in Chicago’s 
central business district to have some merit.  The Commission urges ComEd to 
work with stakeholders to address their concerns regarding the deployment 
scheduling.  

The EIMA only requires deployment within 10 years.  The AMI Report filed 
after the pilot may recommends shorter deployment, but it is apparently based on 
different assumptions.  Regardless, the statute does not require the deployment 
to be done in the most cost/beneficial way, just that it be cost-beneficial. In 
addition, the Illinois Smart Grid Collaborative recommended evaluation of a 
shorter deployment schedule. 

The Commission accepts the 10 year current deployment schedule, but 
notes that the longer deployment delays benefits to ratepayers and as discussed 
below certain modifications are necessary to protect consumers and bring the 
environmental/societal benefits of reduced usage at peak times and to have 
dynamic rate structures in place to reduce bills.  With the modifications that the 
next AMI update filing in April of 2013 shall contain a formal evaluation of a 
shorter deployment schedule adopted, a 10 year the current deployment 
schedule is temporarily acceptable.  In particular, ComEd must address how a 
shorter deployment schedule will maximize customer value. 

 
 Exception #2: Distributed Generation Technical Map 

 The EIMA calls for benefits from distributed generation to accrue to ComEd’s customers 

as a result of implementing the Company’s AMI Plan.  220 ILCS 5/16-108(a).  ComEd’s AMI 

Plan acknowledges that direct customer benefits will result from AMI deployment due to the 

increased ability of customers to receive electricity supply from distributed sources of 
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generation.  ComEd AMI Plan at 66-67.  CUB/ELPC witness Ms. Horn testified to two distinct 

barriers that prevent ComEd’s customers from fully realizing the benefits available from 

distributed generation.  With respect to the first benefit, CUB/ELPC will accept the Proposed 

Order’s offer to address this issue through a petition for rulemaking, PO at 48, and therefore 

CUB/ELPC does not take exception to this conclusion. 

However, with respect to the second technical barrier identified, the Proposed Order 

incorrectly concludes that the request for a map cannot be adequately addressed in this docket.  

PO at 49.  Although distributed-generation may be cost-effective for customers in some places 

on ComEd’s grid, in other places it may not be.  CUB/ELPC witness Ms. Horn testified that 

before customers expend time and resources evaluating a project, contracting a vendor, preparing 

an interconnection application, and filing an application, ComEd should make available 

information about its distribution grid on its website showing, at least, where the network grid 

begins and the radial grid ends.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0 REV. at 16.  Ms. Horn recommended that 

ComEd follow the practice of other utilities and publish information regarding customer areas 

served by feeders with existing distributed generation capacity for the purpose of allowing 

customers to perform an initial screening of places to interconnect distributed generation in a 

cost-effective manner.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 1.0 REV. at 16.  

ICC Staff does not oppose Ms. Horn’s recommendation to require ComEd to publish a 

map illustrating the suitability of particular customer sites for distributed generator 

interconnection.    Staff Reply Br. at 2-4.  Nor does ComEd oppose Ms. Horn’s second identified 

technical barrier, though ComEd would prefer that issue addressed as well in a rulemaking 

docket.  ComEd Reply Br. at 28.   

No party has provided any reason – legal or factual – that the Commission should not 

modify ComEd’s AMI Plan to include a map of existing distributed generation by feeder and a 
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map of where the network grid begins and the radial grid ends.  Ms. Horn’s testimony that this 

map would reduce technical barriers to the increased incidence of distributed generation is 

uncontested in this docket.  In addition, Ms. Horn’s testimony indicates that such a proposal is 

feasible and currently implemented by at least two other utilities.  The expedited nature of this 

docket is insufficient reason to allow an identified barrier to the realization of an explicit goal 

identified in the EIMA to continue to stand.  Thus, CUB/ELPC proposes the following changes 

and additions to the Proposed Order at pages 48 and 49: 

EXCEPTION #2 

7. Commission Analysis and Conclusion 
The Commission agrees with Staff that the CUB/ELPC proposal is 

properly addressed through a petition for rulemaking pursuant to Section 200.210 
of the Commission’s rules, which can be filed at any time.  ComEd must comply 
with the Commission’s rules until they are amended and, if they truly are a barrier 
to development of distributed generation, this should be brought before the 
Commission with a proper filing, not in this expedited docket.  CUB does raise a 
valid point, which is that ComEd claims the benefits for these potential Smart 
Grid applications, without actually addressing implementation issues or costs. 

The request for a map showing where distributed generation would be 
good or bad doesn’t necessarily require an amendment to a rule, but also cannot 
be adequately addressed in this expedited docket.  Parties should work to try to 
implement this and if issues arise, this can be brought before the Commission in 
a separate filing or as part of a rulemaking.  ComEd’s AMI Plan is modified to 
include a map of its distribution grid illustrating, at a minimum, (1) where the grid 
changes from radial to network service; and (2) any existing distributed 
generation capacity interconnected to the distribution grid with identification of 
the particular feeder to which that generation source is connected. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

The Commission should order ComEd to address the deficiencies in its AMI Plan.  

Without taking steps toward ensuring additional benefits under the performance-based formula-

rate structure, ComEd’s ratepayers are at risk for never realizing the full potential of the 

investment they are funding. 
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